Future-Life-Net: A new organization for a new human paradigm
Those of you who are regular readers know I speak much of a "new human paradigm"
based on quantum physics. There are a great many of these articles. Here are two.
Please enjoy text available on this site or through the following links:
http://blog.theultranet.com/2014/11/the-affect-information-model-of-physicalconsciousness-a-o.html
http://blog.theultranet.com/2014/12/human-scientificism-proof-and-the-newparadigmour-faithless-faith.html
I have begun a new international cooperative effort with the esteemed Paolo Manzelli and
his EGOCREANET, of which I am a part. Please enjoy this intuitive and simple paper
on quantum space-time matrix theory, authored by Dr. Manzelli and myself, to which I
have contributed in a modest way:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/cf8614_c4011c8cc9574c878b92bedb515185d9.pdf
Here is the charter we have coauthored, which spells out the new organization's goals,
purpose and methods. Please do consider participating! The website will not be up for a
few weeks.
FUTURE-LIFE-NET
Public Interface : Think Tank
Science Vision For Humanity: Quantum Technology: Genetics: Art
A positive difference––A new future
Our Future is Now.
Future-Life-Net is a worldwide network proposed by EGOCREANET/MIND
MAGAZINE designed to foster future horizons of creativity. This intellectual adventure
will revolutionize the mechanical limits of industrial knowledge and conscious
responsibility to better human life and protect the environment and its biodiversity in the
current age of globalization. The impact of the FLN endeavor will include transdisciplinary research in science, technology and art so as to affect changes in policy,
social and economic factors, in order to welcome the future knowledge society.
This is to be accomplished through the cooperative and open exchange of ideas, the
profits from which will be equally shared amongst contributing members. We will
provide: Free access to information and art for the public––and free unfettered scientific
discourse aimed directly at solving the more pressing problems of our age. No less than
that.
Ideas and topics to be developed currently include:
1. Quantum brain theory
2. Quantum perception
3. Quantum entanglement in life-sciences

4. The Quantum Photosynthetic Solar Cell
5. The bio-molecular DNA "hard drive"
6. The informational encoding of neutral substrates via entangled nonlocal properties
(applications in addiction, and drug delivery across the BBB)
7. Instantiation of entangled spacio-temporally encoded photonic information into spacetime
8. Quantum Art and Humanities
Today, science creates disciplinary divisions and believes it has found its greatest
potential and efficiency. This is not the case. It is in acknowledging the entire system in
its connectivity that the greatest understanding and utility is achieved. Words from
FUTURE-LIFE-NET/Egocranet's own Paolo Manzelli:
"Gene expression and coordination takes place over spatial distance. The activation of
specific sections of DNA is determined by specific conditions of space-time. As we
know DNA is wrapped tightly and is not curled up randomly in the center of cells.
Therefore, to realize the total number of DNA potentialities expressed from the center of
each cell, it must be activated simultaneously in a differentiated way in various parts of
the body and brain. Currently genetics believes that the operations of conduct and
subsequent activation in specific DNA sections are locally independent from a
connectivity program of simultaneous control orchestrating the genetic activities in the
body and brain. The mechanistic paradigm has no explanation for the coordination of
DNA regulating different body and brain expressions to be fused into a shared program
able to grow different cell types, then finally un-structured in programmed cell death
(“apoptosis” as a multicellular program). There is only obscurity about the simultaneity
of programs concerning both cell life and cell death offered by the temporal mechanical
linear paradigm. The description of the factors which enable simultaneous
communication and the coordinated simultaneity of separated actions produced by DNA
in the body and the brain may be a new important field of Life research. For this it will be
useful to change the way we configure Space-Time as proposed in the new structural
dimensions identified in Quantum Space-Time Matrix theory." [Manzelli (Norman)
2015: www.mindmagazine.net].
Indeed, just as Paolo Manzelli sees the activities and coordinated dynamism of DNA as
an ensemble process orchestrated across a non-locally connected field of information
energy, so is the individual human a connected part of such a quantum ensemble of
players, of which he himself is both a distinct part, and also, but a coherent integrated
piece of the entire. To restructure our preconception of the arbitrarily divided
Subject/Object relation as it intersects world observation is an important key of FutureLife-Net Research. Indeed future constructions of knowledge must overcome this
dichotomy, and include simultaneity relationships (identifications) for both subject and
object integrated into a higher conscious understanding.
FUTURE-LIFE-NET will create a new environment of trust and cooperative spirit,
fostering new scientific thought specifically aimed at more responsible innovation, to be
funded and developed, alongside providing an idealistic platform to disseminate these

ideas to the public, where they may resonate. Let us be sure we plant a seed of hope and
trust, nurtured in the sun of an open mind, a sure vision which creates rather than
exploits: for it is both promise and warning to know the fact: Our future is now.
To participate, send email through Mind magazine, EGOCREANET, or visit:
http://squa62.wix.com/Future-Life-Net
––Rich Norman FUTURE-LIFE-NET: (Mind magazine, www.mindmagazine.net)
––Paolo Manzelli FUTURE-LIFE-NET: (EGOCREANET, egocreanet2012@gmail.com)
You may contact me through the staff contact page at Mind magazine:
www.mindmagazine.net
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